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Learning Objectives





Discover an owner’s view about BIM benefits for Operations and Maintenance
Learn how to implement BIM Operations and Maintenance methodology in a big
project
Learn about requirements for a BIM Model O&M-compliant based on Revit
software
Explore BIM workflows regarding BIM uses for O&M

Description
The “Grande Arche” is an iconic building of the business district La Défense in the Paris region. The south
vertical part of the Arch is used as National Housing government offices and the roof section is dedicated
to host exhibitions events. The building was completed in 1989. 25 years later, the government entrusted
the Eiffage Group associated with Valode & Pistre Architects agency, with the renovation of south side’s
workspaces and of the roof section. The handover is scheduled for 2017. Even though contractors have
implemented a BIM process in design and construction phases, the client expressed the will to take
advantage of the BIM to enable Operations and Maintenance (O&M) continuing the BIM methodology.
This class will take the attendees through the journey of Grande Arche BIM implementation. You will
receive an overview of the benefits and lessons learned from the point of view of an owner and his BIM
advisor. You will also learn about requirements to obtain a BIM model O&M-compliant and some
workflows to connect it with O&M tools.

Speaker(s)
Elise GENDRE is a BIM Project Manager working in the Buildings & Industry sector of Artelia, an
international engineering & consulting firm based in France. She graduated in 2015 obtaining
simultaneously an engineering and an architecture degree. She contributes to the development of
Building Information Modeling processes and its implementation throughout multiple projects. At the same
time, she is actively involved in BIM Management and BIM Client Advisory Consultancy.
Jean-Hugues BONNET is working in France as a BIM Manager for Artelia Buildings & Industry. Being part
of the company Technical and Innovation department, he is in charge of the implementation of BIM
processes and tools for the Buildings and Industry sector. He also used to manage BIM processes on
projects as a client advisor or within design teams. He obtained a civil engineering degree with a
specialization in building construction. He then put a first step inside the BIM processes through Revit in
his first job as methods engineer during 5 years for a major building company.
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INTRODUCTION
Artelia Group
Artelia is an independent engineering, project management and consulting group that operates
in the following nine markets: building construction, multi-site projects, industry, water, maritime,
environment, energy, transportation and urban development.

Artelia provides services to private clients (industrial groups, developers, investors, building
contractors, banks, insurance companies, etc.) as well as to public clients (government
departments, local authorities, public bodies, international funding agencies, etc.).
To conduct projects efficiently and provide relevant solutions to highly technical questions, the
Group’s operational organisation is based on four sectors:
-

Building Construction & Industrial Facilities
Water & Environment
Urban Development & Transportation
Artelia International (network of international subsidiaries and branch offices)

Those four sectors are implanted through a regional network of 39 offices in France and an
international network of 40 offices in 35 countries, employing a workforce of more than 4000.
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BIM revolution at Artelia
Regarding the implementation of BIM policies, the journey for Artelia really started around 2010.
Since then the management of BIM processes has been constantly improved, through a large
training program and through specific developments of tools and methods. Face to the various
missions we realize on our projects, the BIM revolution has clearly been impacting everyone
inside engineering teams, project management teams, and also in the management boards.
The business line of Artelia is to provide a comprehensive assistance to our clients from design
through to works implementation, involving the following missions:
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Thereby all those traditional missions we used to realize for our clients have been evolving to
integrate BIM. Our engineering missions are more and more BIM executed with specific
collaborative processes where BIM models are taking a central part of every task during design
stages and realization phase. To do so our project managers got trained to BIM aspects and we
have been developing a true expertise in BIM Project Management. Thus some of our missions
are strictly based on BIM Project Management while the other actors of those projects are all
external to Artelia.
BIM revolution is still quite young in France, which means that most of our clients are not so
much familiar with the way to handle their projects integrating BIM processes. In that way, as we
are already used to realize consultancy missions on different technical subjects, it appears
natural to us to also develop BIM consultancy missions. Those missions are dedicated to guide
our clients to define their BIM objectives and to help them to precisely describe BIM
specifications.
In fact the main objective of our clients when asking for BIM on their projects appears to be
getting a model that they could use to better use and maintain their assets. And this is exactly
what happened on the example that we will describe to you in the following presentation. Our
client perfectly knew that BIM could help him get benefits from the information-rich dataset that
would be generated during the construction phase and then carried over into operations and
maintenance phase.
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The Grande Arche, Paris Region

The Grande Arche

The Building
The Grande Arche is an iconic Building situated in the heart of the business district in Paris,
France. Its shape, a hollow cube, is 110m high and has a base of 110x110 square meters. The
French Ministry department for ecological and social change is located within the south part of
the building.
The Business District of Paris, La Défense, was the purpose of a master plan in the 1960’s. It is
still growing and rising, with new tower projects like Sisters Towers, or Hekla Tower.
The first purpose for the Grande Arche is to highlight and extend the most famous Road Axe of
Paris, beginning in Le Louvre Museum and Les Tuileries Gardens, continuing alongside the
Champs Elysées avenue and then passing over the famous Arc de Triomphe, and ending with
the Grande Arche.

Renovation Program
25 years after its construction, the French State represented by the French Ministry department
for ecological and social change, decided to process with some important renovation works:
o Roof amenities (the outdoor walking path, an exhibition space, a
restaurant, and amphitheaters)
o Workspace total renovation in the south part
o The two 360° view lifts renovation
o Creation of a new duplex lift
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Stakeholders
The Ministry Department for ecological and social change decided to sign for an Administrative
Long Lease with Eiffage Concessions.

At the end of the Execution phase, the Ministry department decided to be helped by a BIM
Advisor in order to achieve an Operations and Maintenance Model of the Arch. You can find
below the way stakeholders are involved in the renovation project:

Stakeholders for the renovation Program
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BIM CLIENT ADVISORY MISSION
A client Advisor
In a context of a Client Advisory mission, the advisor helps the client to express his needs, then
translates them in rules and processes gathered in a specification document, aimed to
contractors. He then analyses contractors’ work and reports to the client.

Client Advisor’s role

In this upper diagram three parts of the mission can be identified:
 1st one: “Understand”
 2nd one: “Express”
 3rd one: “Control”

Understand
The Ministry department for ecological and social change expressed the need as followed: “To
have a digital model of the renovated Arch for Operations and Maintenance”.
Artelia was commissioned at the end of the construction phase. At this stage, Input data were
the following:
 The BIM Construction models by Eiffage Construction
 A list of Operations and Maintenance parameters communicated by the Maintenance
leader team of the Ministry department
 The Software AllFa, by Allplan, that will be used by the Maintenance leader team of the
Ministry department.
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Input Data

In order to succeed in our mission, we created a team composed of a BIM Expert and an
Operations and Maintenance Expert. This team first analyzed Input Data, and then organized
meetings with the client and his teams: Maintenance Team and IT Team. Meetings were
managed by the BIM Expert to help the client focus on his real BIM needs. Among others, we
helped the client to choose relevant information within a list of O&M parameters he transmitted.
We could then define together the exact BIM Uses necessary to complete the Operations and
Maintenance model.

Express
We translated BIM Uses into BIM requirements, in accordance to the project environment.
We build a specification document, aimed at contractors. This document was structured with the
different types of requirements we identified.

Specification Document
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For this Operations and Maintenance Model of the Arch, we identified the following
requirements:
 Purge the Model of non-useful elements
 Choose a classification to organize elements remaining in the model
 Define the level of development (drawing details and level of information)
 Describe the way to link 2D documentation
 Describe IFC Entities to be exported for a good interpretation by the O&M software

Control
For the Great Arch, Eiffage Construction contracted with the Ministry Department to enrich
models in accordance with the specification document.
Artelia organized a planning in three phases to control Eiffage Production:
 A five objects model: to validate on few examples that the process is well understood
 A one floor model: to make sure the process is developed for all disciplines
 The whole model: to complete the whole process
In order to process those controls, Artelia developed a specific automatic tool, using
Dynamo for Revit and PivotTables in Excel files.

Assessment Documentation

The dynamo scripts were designed to extract the following information in Excel format:
o Parameters associated with Type objects
o The value of filled parameters asked in the specifications document
Excel Files were then structurally enriched to extract significant information in the form of charts.
Those charts were a powerfull tool to help us visually control Eiffage production.
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